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B.Sc.(Animation) I SEMESTER 

Mathematies-i (BSC(A)-18-102) 
Time: 3 Hours 

Max. Marks:75 
1 t 1 compulsory to answer all the questions (1.5 narks each) of Part -A in short. 

Answer any Jour questions from Part -1B in detail 
Dijlerent sub parts of a question ure to be altempted udjacent to cuch Olher 4 Vectors are denoted by boldletters in question 4 

Instructions: 

PART-A 

a Write the trnsfonnation matrices for creating the projection in X. Y and Z planes. (1.5) 
bdentify the foliowing operations as Commu�live or On Coimutative Matrix (1.5) 

ddition. matrix subtraction. matrix multiplication. 
cWhat is purpose of direcirix in ellipse? (1.5) 
d)tind the equation of a circle with centre as (1.12) and passing through the point (1.5) 

(cTind the ratio in which the line joining A(5.1.6) and B(3.4. i ) is divided by yz plane (1.5) 
( ind tie cquation of the line joining (i. 3) and (10. 20). (1.5) 
ind the inicreepts of the plane 2x-2y i 6z-60 0 on coordinate axes. (1.5) 
(i ietine fe!low ing types of vectors: coplanar vectors, negative of vector. unit vectcr. (1.5) 
rite the m:alrix for the folloWing transtormation (1.5) 

Rotaiol in 3D 

Reflection in 21D both across X and Y axis 

. Sliearing in 2D 

(i) Define foilowing of matrices: Unit Matrix. Lower triangular nna:rix. null matrix. (1.5) 

PART-BB 

()2 (a Write the Bresenhams line drawing algorithm. 
(b ind tihe equ:ition of a circle with eentre as (0.0) aild the siraight line 3xiy-10 0 as 

(5) 
(5) angent. 

(c) Multuply t loilowing niatrices:

3 
-I 

(5) 21 
20 ( 

(7) 
)3 (a) ene lhree types of areSin. splheiical aud cylndical coordinate sy stenis. How 

p N.V./) Cartesn:) cOorduale syslen can de lipped iconverted) in other t CoOIdinae systcns. 

(8) (b) o thhe ellipse delined by the cquatio 4" 161-21r-32-1 find eentre. lengtl 
of major and ninor axes. ecentricity. length ol latus Iecm 

(4) 4 (a) t.A3)hea parall-og!itnm wilh AC and B) as digonals. Conpule .\ *" 



terms of AB. 

(b)et ABCDEF be a regular hexagon with AB a and BC b tihen find CE. 
(4) 

E D 

F 

B 

(C)Describe how isometric projection can be ereated in Y-plane. (7) 

Q5 (a) Find the equation of the straight line perpendicular to 3xi4y-10-0 and passing (8) 
through the point (6. 6). 

(b) ind the coordinates of a point dividing the line joining (10.20) and (30.50) in the (7) 
ratio 2:3. 

Q6 (a) L et P(s.y.2) be a point in 3D coordinale systen. For this point find (5) 

a) lind the feet of'its perpendicular drawn on XY.YZ und 7N plane. 

b) Find its distanee from XY.YZ :and ZX plan 
c)ind its reflection across the planes z 

(b) Detine direetion cosines I,n,.n. Show that l m n 

(c) Consider a rectangle with vertices as A(-1.-1). 13(-1.5). &'(5.5). D5.-5). Rotate it by 

90 about origin. 

(3) 
(7) 

Write slhort notes on the following: 

isometric Projection 

Persective Projection 

Dithering 

Q7 (a) 
i) (3) 

(3) 
(4) 

(ii) 

(i) 

(b)A cube in 3D is represented by points (2.2.2). (2,-1.2). (5.-1.2). (5.2.2). (2.2.5). (2.- (5) 

I.5). (5.-1.5) and (5.2.5). Translate this cube by 2units on X-uxis and scale it three 

times a'ound orign. 

***X**XXA****:* 
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